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Fig. 6. Measured relative SLL versus the frequency.
Fig. 7. Measured sideband patterns in comparison with the theoretical
patterns.
which is in good agreement with the theoretical SLL of ￿25:5 dB.
Fig. 6 plots the measured relative SLL versus frequency from 1.50 to
1.65 GHz. The SLLs are below ￿25 dB across the operation frequency
band. The ﬁrst two sideband patterns were also measured using a spec-
trum analyzer at different angles. In this case, the large reﬂector an-
tenna in the compact range was used to transmit a CW signal at 1.56
GHz, and a spectrum analyzer outside the compact range was directly
connected to the output of the time modulated linear array. The mea-
sured relative sideband patterns at the ﬁrst two sideband frequencies
f0 + prf;f0 +2 prf are shown in Fig. 7 in comparison with those
of the GA optimized results. It is observed that the measured sideband
patterns are in reasonable agreement with those of the GA optimized
patterns, especially near the bore sight region. The measured SBL is
about ￿23:3 dB, which is close to the GA optimized value of ￿24:6
dB.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper describes a time modulated linear arrays with uniform
amplitude, low SLL and low SBL simultaneously. The time modula-
tion period was divided into minimal time steps, and the ON-OFF status
for each of these minimal time steps was optimized directly via a SGA
on each array element. Based on the numerical results, the SLL and
SBL can be simultaneously suppressed to below ￿25 dB for a16-ele-
menttimemodulatedlineararray.AnL-band16-elementprinteddipole
linear array with its associated feed network for time modulation was
developed, and the GA optimized time sequences were implemented
in the feed network. Measured results are in good agreement with the
simulation results, thereby conﬁrming the proposed method.
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A Generalized Sidelobe Canceller Employing
Two-Dimensional Frequency Invariant Filters
Wei Liu, Stephan Weiss, and Lajos Hanzo
Abstract—Basedonthegeneralizedsidelobecanceller(GSC),wepropose
a novel adaptive broadband beamformer, where the quiescent vector and
blocking matrix are replaced by a series of two-dimensional frequency in-
variant ﬁlters (FIFs). As opposed to standard beamspace techniques, the
number of FIFs is ﬂexible and they are not required to posses a very low
sidelobe level. Compared with a standard GSC, a faster convergence speed
and a lower computational complexity of its adaptive part are achieved.
Index Terms—Adaptive broadband beamforming, frequency invariant
beamforming,generalizedsidelobecanceller,two-dimensional(2-D)ﬁlters.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive beamforming has found numerous applications in various
areas ranging from sonar and radar to wireless communications [1].
For arrays to accomplish nulling over a wide bandwidth, tapped-delay
lines (TDLs) are employed, resulting in a beamformer with M sensors
and TDLs of length J, as shown in Fig. 1. To perform beamforming
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Fig. 1. A signal impinges from an angle ￿ onto a uniformly spaced broadband linear array with M sensors, each followed by a J-tap ﬁlter.
with high interference rejection and resolution, we need to employ a
large number of sensors and long TDLs, which unavoidably increases
the computational complexity of its adaptive part and slows down the
convergenceofthesystem.To overcomethisproblem,severalmethods
have been proposed, such as the use of adaptive pole-zero ﬁlters in [2],
subband adaptive methods in the temporal domain in [3] and [4] or
both the temporal and spatial domains in [5]. Another method is the
broadband beamspace adaptive array [6], where several frequency in-
variant beams are formed pointing to different directions by a ﬁxed
beamforming network with two-dimensional (2-D) ﬁlters; thereafter
an adaptive ﬁlter is used to combine these beam outputs to form the
desired output. Since both the number of beams and the number of se-
lected beams are small, the total number of adaptive weights is greatly
reduced.
In this paper, we apply the broadband beamspace technique to the
generalizedsidelobecanceller(GSC)structure[7],andproposeanovel
broadband adaptive beamformer, where the quiescent vector and the
column vectors of the blocking matrix are replaced by a series of 2-D
frequency invariant ﬁlters (FIFs). A beam pointing toward the signal
of interest takes the role of the quiescent vector, whereas the blocking
matrix is formed by a number of beams covering the remaining space,
with a zero response formed toward the signal of interest. A design of
such a quiescent vector and blocking matrix is also provided, based on
the fan ﬁlter method proposed in [6].
In Section II, we will ﬁrst give abrief review of the GSC structure
andthefrequencyinvariantbeamformingtechniquebasedonfanﬁlters
and then propose the GSC with 2-D FIFs. The design of the blocking
matrix FIFs is described in Section III. Simulation results are given in
Section IV and conclusions drawn in Section V.
II. GSC EMPLOYING 2-D FIFS
A. GSC
A linearly constrained minimum variance (LCMV) beamformer [8]
performs the minimization of the output signal’s variance with respect
to somegiven spatial and spectral constraints. TheLCMV problem can
be formulated as
min
w
w
HRxxw subject to C
Hw = f (1)
where Rxx is the covariance matrix of the received signal
x =[ x0[n]x1[n]￿￿￿xM￿1[n]], w is the weight vector, C 2
MJ￿J
is the constraint matrix and f is the response vector.
Fig. 2. GSC structure.
The constrained optimization of the LCMV problem in (1) can be
convenientlysolvedusingaGSCasshowninFig.2.TheGSCperforms
a projection of the data onto an unconstrained subspace by means of
ablocking ma trix B and a quiescent vector wq. Thereafter, standard
unconstrained optimization algorithms such as the least mean square
(LMS)orrecursiveleast squares(RLS) algorithmsmaybe invoked[9].
Since wq is designed to satisfy the speciﬁed constraints, the signal
of interest will pass through the beamformer having a desired response
independentofwa.Inthelowerbranch,theblockingmatrixisrequired
to block the signal of interest so that only interfering signals and noise
exist. When adapting wa, the scheme will tend to cancel the interfer-
ence and noise component from d[n], while minimizing the variance
of the output signal e[n].
Next,wewillreviewthefrequencyinvariantbeamformingtechnique
based on fan ﬁlters and then propose a new construction of the quies-
cent vector and the blocking matrix.
B. GSC Employing 2-D Frequency Invariant Filters
The response of the uniformly spaced linear array shown in Fig. 1 to
a signal with an angular frequency ! and an angle of arrival ￿ can be
written as [10]
~ R(!;￿)=
M￿1
m=0
J￿1
k=0
w
￿
m;k ￿ e
￿jm!￿￿ ￿ e
￿jk!T
with ￿￿ =
d
c
sin￿ (2)
whereTs isthetemporalsamplingperiodandcisthewavepropagation
speed. Using the normalized angular frequency ￿=!Ts, we obtain
the response as a function of ￿ and ￿
R(￿;￿)=
M￿1
m=0
J￿1
k=0
w
￿
m;k￿e
￿jm￿￿s i n￿￿e
￿jk￿ with ￿ =
d
cTs
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Fig.3. Anarrangementofthe2L+1mainbeams,whichpointtothedirections
￿ = l￿=2L, l = ￿L; ￿￿￿;0;￿￿￿;L.
Fig. 4. GSC consisting of the proposed FIFs.
With the substitution of ￿1 =￿and ￿2 = ￿￿sin￿ in (3), we obtain
a2-D digita l ﬁlter response
R(￿1;￿2)=
M￿1
m=0
J￿1
k=0
w
￿
m;k ￿ e
￿jk￿ ￿ e
￿jm￿ : (4)
As the spatio-temporal spectrum of the received signal lies
on the line ￿2 = ￿￿1 sin￿, we can use the transformation
~ ￿ = ((￿2=￿￿1) ￿ sin￿) ￿ ￿ to obtain the coefﬁcients w
￿
m;k
from aone-dimensiona l (1-D) ﬁlter H(e
j~ ￿). The resultant beam-
former will have a frequency invariant response [6]. If H(e
j~ ￿) is a
low-pass ﬁlter [6], then signals from the directions around ￿ will cor-
respond to its passband. In this case, a main beam is formed pointing
to the direction￿.
When applying this broadband beamforming technique to the GSC,
we replace wq by a 2-D FIF with its main beam pointing to the signal
of interest. For the blocking matrix, each column vector is replaced
by a2-D FIF ha ving azero response to the signa l of interest. By this
arrangement, the broadband beamforming problem is transformed into
anarrowbandbeamformingproblem.Iftheﬁltersarestrictlyfrequency
invariant, then we only need M ￿ 1 such ﬁlters in the blocking matrix
and onlyasingle adaptiveweight isrequired ateach ﬁlteroutput.Thus,
the total number of adaptive weights is reduced signiﬁcantly.
Withoutlossofgenerality, assumingthatthesignal ofinterest comes
from broadside, the main beam of wq should point to the direction of
￿ =0 . The blocking matrix is arranged such that its column vectors
form L FIFs with their main beam directions equally distributed over
￿ 2 [￿(￿=2);0) and the same number over ￿ 2 (0;(￿=2)]. Note
that the Lth FIF and ￿Lth FIF actually point to the same direction,
thereforeweonlyneedoneofthemandthere areintotal2L￿1FIFsin
theblocking matrix.Allofthe2L￿1FIFsshouldhavea zeroresponse
at ￿ =0 . Fig. 3 shows the arrangement of the 2L +1main beams,
which point to the directions ￿l = l￿=2L, l = ￿L;￿￿￿;0;￿￿￿;L,
respectively. A GSC based on these FIFs is shown in Fig. 4, where the
FIF with index 0 implements the quiescent vector and the remaining
FIFsformtheblockingmatrix.Ifthe2L￿1FIFsintheblockingmatrix
are strictly frequency invariant, 2L ￿ 1 should be equal to M ￿ 1.
Here we set L = d(M ￿ 1)=2e, where d￿e is the ceiling (or round-up)
operator.
As mentioned,theFIFintheproposedmethodtransformsthebroad-
band beamforming problem into a narrowband beamforming problem.
As long as the FIFs have a good frequency invariant property, it is not
necessary for them to have a very low sidelobe level, which is different
from the condition on the FIFs in the beamspace processing method
[6], where alow sidelobe level is required, resulting in ala rge dimen-
sion of the FIFs and the requirement to increase the number of sensors.
Moreover, in [6], the main direction of a beam should ideally coincide
with nulls (zero responses) of all other beams. As a result, the interfer-
encecancellationcapabilityisreducedcomparedtothetraditionalGSC
method. As an example, consider the case of a ﬁve-tap prototype FIR
ﬁlter.Sincethisprototypehasonlyfourzeros,themaximumnumberof
frequency invariant beams achieved in the beamspace method is ﬁve,
as shown in [6]. According to [6], to attain a good frequency invariant
characteristic, the values of M and J have to be at least three times the
length of the prototype ﬁlter, i.e., M, J ￿ 15 for the ﬁve-tap prototype
FIRﬁlter.Comparingthenumberofbeams,whichis5,withthenumber
of antennas M ￿ 15, we may have sacriﬁced an excessive degree of
freedom of the system and hence a decreased performance is likely to
result in some circumstances. However, in our proposed method, the
FIFs in the blocking matrix only need to have a single zero in the di-
rection of the signal of interest, so that it is possible to implement a
large number of FIFs—in our case (2L ￿ 1)—even for arela tively
small number of antenna elements M. A new design will be described
inthenextsectiontoovercomethelimitationofthebeamspacemethod.
Thus, by our approach, most of the interference cancellation capability
of the array is retained. As a comparison, the number of FIFs, NFIF,
achieved for the beam space method and our proposed method com-
pares as
NFIF ￿
￿
M
3 ; for beam space method
2 ￿
M￿1
2 ; for the proposed method.
(5)
III. DESIGN OF THE FREQUENCY INVARIANT FILTERS
Since the FIF in wq is acla ssic 2-D FIF pointing to the direction of
the signal of interest ￿s without any imposed zeros, it can be directly
obtained using the method of [6]. To design FIFs with appropriately
imposed zeros for the blocking matrix, in the following, we present a
2-D ﬁlter design approach, which is a modiﬁed version of the approach
proposed in [6].
Suppose h[k] is a P-tap low-pass FIR ﬁlter having a frequency re-
sponse H(e
j~ ￿). Our aim is to derive the 2-D FIF from it with a main
beam in the direction ￿i and a zero response formed toward the direc-
tion ￿s. Using the transformation ~ ￿ = ((￿2=￿￿1) ￿ sin￿i) ￿ ￿,w e
obtain the frequency response R(￿1;￿2)
R(￿1;￿2)=H e
j ￿sin ￿ ￿￿ : (6)
As R(￿1;￿2)j￿=￿ =0and ￿2=￿￿1 = sin￿s in the direction ￿ =
￿s, we obtain
R(￿1;￿2)j￿=￿ = H e
j(sin ￿ ￿sin￿ )￿￿ =0 : (7)
Thus, the prototype ﬁlter design for the FIFs can be formulated as
h[k] = argmin
h[k]
￿l subject to (7) (8)
where
￿l =
￿
~ ￿
H(e
j~ ￿)
2
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Fig. 5. Magnitude response of an FIF example over the band ￿ 2
[0:35￿;0:95￿] with its main beam pointing to ￿ = ￿25 .
is the stopband energy of the low-pass ﬁlter with a stopband edge ~ ￿s.
The constrained minimization of ￿l can be accomplished by invoking
a nonlinear optimization software package, such as the subroutines
LCONF/DLCONF in the IMSL library [11]. However, the maximum
number of linearly independent responses formed by a P-tap FIR
ﬁlter is P. Therefore, we need to multiply the resultant H(e
j ~ ￿) by a
simple all-pass ﬁlter,which does not changethe magnitude response of
H(e
j~ ￿), but provides extrafreedoms for the FIF design. The response
of the new prototype ﬁlter is ^ H(e
j~ ￿). Note the phase response of the
all-pass ﬁlter should change smoothly, as a sharp change means more
sampling in the design process and a larger value of M and J to keep
a good frequency invariant response.
We then follow the steps in [6] and apply the transformation ~ ￿=
((￿2=￿￿1) ￿ sin￿i) ￿ ￿ to ^ H(e
j~ ￿) and obtain the desired response
R(￿1;￿2). In general R(￿1;￿2) has inﬁnite support in the time do-
main. For an approximation, we sample R(￿1;￿2) within the range
￿1 2 (￿￿;￿] and ￿2 2 (￿￿;￿], whereby the number of samples for
￿1 and￿2 shouldexceedJ andM,respectively.Thereafter,aninverse
DFT is performed on the sampled data. The resultant 2-D impulse re-
sponses are truncated directly or by applying an appropriate window
function according to the numbers M and J. The resultant FIF will
have the desired zero response at ￿s.
Asanexample,theresponseofan18￿18FIFisshowninFig.5over
the band ￿ 2 [0:35￿;0:95￿] with ￿ =1and its main beam pointing
to ￿i = ￿25
￿. It is derived from a ﬁve-tap low-pass ﬁlter multiplied
by the all-pass ﬁlter (0:6+z
￿1)=(1+ 0:6z
￿1), which is also used in
theFIFdesigninoursimulations.Theapproximatefrequencyinvariant
property is clearly visible.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In our simulations, the proposed GSC with parameters M =1 8
and J =2 4is compared to a standard GSC with M =1 8and J =
15. The blocking matrix of our proposed GSC is formed by 17 FIFs,
whicharederivedbyaﬁve-tapFIRﬁltermultipliedbyanall-passﬁlter.
One adaptive weight is used for each of the FIF outputs. The signal
of interest impinges from broadside in the presence of spatially and
spectrally uncorrelated noise of a signal to noise ratio of 20 dB. Six
interferingsignalsfromtheanglesof￿25
￿,￿45
￿,￿65
￿,20
￿,40
￿ and
60
￿, respectively, illuminate the array at a signal to interference ratio
of ￿20 dB. Both the interfering signals and the signal of interest have
aba ndwidth of [0:35￿;0:95￿]. We use a normalized LMS algorithm
for adaptation [9]. The normalized stepsizes are 0.08 for our method
and 0.24 for the standard GSC, which have been empirically chosen in
order to achieve the same steady-state mean square residual error.
Fig. 6. Learning curves for different methods.
Fig. 7. 3-D beampattern of the proposed GSC over the bandwidth
￿ 2 [0:35￿;0:95￿] and DOA range ￿ 2 [￿90 ;90 ].
Fig. 8. 2-D beampattern of the proposed GSC over the bandwidth
￿ 2 [0:35￿;0:95￿].
Thelearningcurves ofbothmethodsareshowninFig.6. Weseethat
eventhoughforthestandardGSCJ issmallerandthestepsizeislarger,
the proposed method exhibits a considerably faster convergence due to
the transformation effect of the FIFs and the resultant shorter adaptive
ﬁlter length. In Fig. 7, we also provide the resultant beampattern of
the proposed GSC over the bandwidth ￿ 2 [0:35￿;0:95￿] and DOA
range ￿ 2 [￿90
￿;90
￿]. The attenuation at the interferers’ positions is
clearly visible, and can be quantitatively inspected in Fig. 8, where the
beamformer’s response is shown over the band ￿=[ 0 :35￿;0:95￿].IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON ANTENNAS AND PROPAGATION, VOL. 53, NO. 7, JULY 2005 2343
Moreover,astheFIFsareapproximatelyfrequencyinvariant,theresul-
tant 2-D and 3-D beampatterns will also be approximately frequency
invariant, which can be veriﬁed from Figs. 7 and 8. To simply show the
limitation of the beamspace method, in Fig. 6, we also give its learning
curve with a stepsize of 0.01, where ﬁve FIFs are designed based on a
ﬁve-tap FIR ﬁlter. As we have a total of seven signals, which is higher
than the number of FIFs, the beamspace method in this case becomes
incapable of reaching a low-level mean square residual error.
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a novel method for broadband adaptive beam-
forming based on the GSC structure, where the quiescent vector and
blocking matrix are replaced by a series of 2-D FIFs. These FIFs trans-
form the broadband beamforming problem into a narrowband one and
ideallyonlyoneadaptiveweightisrequiredforeachoftheFIFoutputs.
Due tothis transformation and the resultantlow adaptiveﬁlterlength, a
considerablyincreasedconvergencespeedisachieved,asdemonstrated
in our simulations.
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An ADI-FDTD Method for Periodic Structures
Shumin Wang, Ji Chen, and Paul Ruchhoeft
Abstract—In this communication, the alternating-direction implicit
ﬁnite-difference time-domain (ADI-FDTD) method is extended to analyze
periodic structures. In the implicit updates of the ADI-FDTD method,
the periodic boundary condition leads to a cyclic matrix. Instead of
inverting the cyclic matrix directly, the problem is converted into two
auxiliary linear systems that can be solved using the tridiagonal matrix
solver. Consequently, only 7 arithmetic operations are required for each
implicit update and the efﬁciency of the ADI-FDTD method is retained.
Numerical examples further demonstrate the effectiveness of this periodic
ADI-FDTD method.
Index Terms—Alternating-direction implicit ﬁnite-difference time-do-
main (ADI-FDTD) method, periodic structure.
I. INTRODUCTION
Periodic structures ﬁnd many applications in engineering electro-
magnetics, such as ﬁlters, polarizers and radomes, etc. [1]. Because
they are electrically large, numerical methods that incorporate the pe-
riodic characteristics are typically more appropriate. In these methods,
instead of analyzing the entire structure, only a single-unit cell needs
to be modeled. Among these techniques, the periodic ﬁnite-difference
time-domain(FDTD)isanefﬁcientalgorithmderivedfromtheconven-
tional FDTD method [2], [3]. Besides the aforementioned advantages,
theperiodicFDTDmethodcaneasilyhandlematerialinhomogeneities.
Furthermore, its solving procedure is more straightforward than other
numerical methods, such as the method of moments (MoM) and the
ﬁnite element method (FEM) [4].
Since the periodic FDTD method is derived from the conventional
FDTDmethod, the time-step size of theperiodic FDTDmethod cannot
exceed the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy (CFL) limitation [5]. This leads
to computational inefﬁciency because ﬁne meshes, which are often re-
quired to model large ﬁeld variations and/or ﬁne structures, would re-
sult in unwanted small time-step sizes. To circumvent this constraint,
unconditionally stable FDTD algorithms become necessary. In par-
ticular, the alternating-direction implicit (ADI)-FDTD (ADI-FDTD)
methodisoneofthepromisingnumericaltechniquesthatmayimprove
theefﬁciencyoftheFDTDmethodforsuchapplications[6].Inaddition
to its unconditional stability, the ADI-FDTD method generates tridiag-
onal matrices that can be solved with O(n) operation count [7]. This
is more advantageous than other unconditionally stable algorithms, be-
cause most of them require computationally expensive procedures to
solve general sparse matrices.
In this paper we shall extend the ADI-FDTD method to analyze pe-
riodic structures in the case of two-dimensional (2-D) TEz wave and
normal incidence. Due to the periodic nature, cyclic matrices, instead
of tridiagonal matrices, will be generated. Without care, the main ad-
vantage of the ADI-FDTD method may be lost. Here, we introduce
a treatment by using the Sherman–Morrison formula. This treatment
considers the aforementioned cyclic matrix as the perturbation of a
general tri-diagonal matrix. The original problem of solving a linear
system with a cyclic matrix is transformed into solving two auxiliary
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